DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 2: Climb heading 023° to 687, then climbing left turn heading 241°, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 16: Climb heading 157° to 687, then climbing right turn heading 291°, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 20: Climb heading 203° to 687, then climbing right turn heading 291°, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 34: Climb heading 337° to 687, then climbing left turn heading 241°, thence . . . .

. . . . intercept RIC VORTAC R-264 to CARML INT/RIC 32 DME, then on RIC VORTAC R-264 to READE INT/RIC 50 DME, then on assigned transition, maintain 5000. Expect filed altitude within ten minutes after departure.

DRAIK TRANSITION (READE7.DRAIK): From over READE INT/RIC 50 DME on RIC R-264 to DRAIK INT.

LYNCHBURG TRANSITION (READE7.LYH): From over READE INT/RIC 50 DME on LYH R-093 to LYH VOR/DME.

MONTEBELLO TRANSITION (READE7.MOL): From over READE INT/RIC 50 DME on MOL R-140 to MOL VOR/DME.

SANNY TRANSITION (READE7.SANNNY): From over READE INT/RIC 50 DME on RIC R-264 to SANNNY.